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A BSTRACT 
The analysis of pulsed neutron experiments in multiplying and in 
nonmultiplying domains is considered. The analysis is based on the 
one-dimensional diffusion theory modelo In one-group models, a scalar 
version of problems similar to those of Sturm-Liouville systems is 
generated; while in multigroup models, a vector version is required. 
An algorithm is suggested which allows the complete solution of the 
general scalar problem in all separablegeometries of interest, for 
homogeneous boundary conditions. The results are the time eigenvalues 
and the spatial eigenfunctions. The algorithm is suitable for direct 
computer implementation. Examples of application are given. 
The multigroup problem can be solved by adequate extensions of the 
one-group algorithm. Since the associated operators are nonselfadjoint, 
the eigenvalues form in general a spectrum that has a discrete plus a 
continuous parto All of the discrete spectrum can be obtained using 
the suggested method. An example with two groups of neutrons in a 
three-region domain is given. 
Extensions to inhomogeneous equations and boundary conditions are 
considered. Application of the methods to other problems rather than 
the pulsed neutron problem are studied. The method is shown to be 
useful in the solution of nonlinear boundary-value problems. 
Pulsed neutron experiments can be analyzed as problems similar to 
Sturm-Liouville systems. The scalar problems are completely solved herc. 
The vector problems are partially solved. Some progress in the mathe-
matical theory of nonselfadjoint operators is required for the complete 
solution of the vector problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The principal objective of this research is to study the eigenvalue 
problems of the time-dependent diffusion of neutrons in one-dimensional 
domains. The domains under consideration may or may not contain multi-
plying subdomains. The analysis of pulsed neutron experiments in fast 
reactors is the motivation for the study of such eigenvalue problems. 
B. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK 
The theory of nuclear reactors has as its ultimate goal the determin-
ation of the neutron density in such systems. For instance, the calcu-
lation of the critical size of a reactor consists of finding the 
compromise between the size of the reactor and the concentration of fuel 
dispersed in the system so that the neutron density will be time-
independent, and a steady-state condition obtained. The analysis of 
pulsedneutron experiments is a theoretical problem of a more complex 
nature, for in general alI the independent variables are present, but 
relatively more simple to solve, at least conceptually, because the 
dimensions and the composition of the system are well known in advance. 
It is this last characteristic of the problem that will be extensively 
exploited in the course of this work. 
The neutron density in a nuclear reactor, N{!,E,D,t) is defined 
such that N{!,E,n,t)dvdEdn is the number of neutrons in the volume dv 
about the position !' with energy in an interval dE about E, 
travelling with the velocity vector in a solid angle dO about the 
direction D, at time t. In general, the position is described by 
the three components oi the vector ro 
-' 
the neutron energy E and time 
- I -
are scalars; n is a unit vector, specified uniquely by two angles 
(polar and azimuthal) and unit magnitude. Thus, the enumeration of the 
independent variables adds up to seven for the neutron density, leading 
to problems of considerable mathematical difficulty. 
The theory that studies the determination of the neutron density, 
called neutron transport theory, deals with equations of the general 
form [WEl, pp. 219-231] 
L[N(r,E,O,t)] o (1.1 ) 
where L is the BoI tzmann operator, a linear (in a few cases nonlillear) 
integro-differential operator, to which additional (boundary and initial) 
conditions are added. Equation (101) is not the only form of the equation 
for the neutron density; for instance, it can be manipulated into an 
integral equation. In any case, it is a tacit assumption in reactor 
physics that solving the neutron transport equations means to solve an 
approximate form of Eq. (1.1), which is, hopefully, at once mathe-
matically tractable and a realistic representation of some physical 
situation. This apparently trivial assumption has deep consequences 
in pulsed neutron problems, for reasons to be discussed next. 
In the analysis of pulsed neutron experiments, one is interested in 
general in the solution of the following slightly modified form of 
Eq. (1.1), 
o (r-r')o (E-E')o «2-0')0 (t-t') (1. 2) 
which describes the evolution of the neutron density in the (~,E,Q,t) 
space due to a multi-dimensional impulse source in this spaee. Equation 




[MOI, p. 790]. lf Eq. (1.2) can be solved, the analysis oi eKper1ments 
can be done in a simple way: for instance, a more realistic pulsed 
neutron source could be given by f(E)õ(r'-r)õ(t) where f(E) is the 
energy distribution of the neutron pulse at r=r', and at t=o. Then 
the expected result of the experiment could be computed by the convo1ution 
of this neutron source with G(~,E,D,t) given as the soIution of Eq. 
(1.2) [MOI, pp. 790-795]. That is, the solution of the pulse prob1em 
is simply related to Eq. (1.2). 
As observed before, since Eq. (1.1) and Eq. (1.2) are difficult 
prob1ems to hand1e, approximate methods have been used in the treatment 
of alI problems of reactor theory. Those that have something to do with 
pulsed neutron experiments are mentioned next. 
Methods for time-dependent diffusion of neutrons: 
1. One Dimensional Transport Method 
The equation for the neutron density Eq. (1.1) is first integrated 
with respect to the energy variable, and some assumptions as one-dimen-
sional spatial dependence and isotropic scattering are made [LEI], [WIl]. 
Typically, such methods yield valuable information about the spectrum of 
the neutron transport operator. The analyticaI treatment tends to 
become complex even in such elementary situations. 
2. Point Kinetics ModeI 
Going back to Eq. (1.1), an integration of the equation with 
respect to ~, E and O yields an ordinary differential operator in 
the time variable only. The conditions (not drastic) for the validity 
of such a transforrnation, as well as its physical interpretation, have 
been examined by Henry [HEI] and Gyftopoulos [GYl]. The method yields 
the so-caIled "point reactor kinetics" modeI, expressed mathematically 
- 3 -






























































































































